
Notes to the Future
By Jason blanks

And
Rachel Shoenfeld

First Bring lots and lots of towel to let kids wipe there hands on and to
put on the table and a lot means more than 6 or 7

Your exhibit will be very popular my advice out up a sign saying “
please pull up slowly” and “ do not drop” or else some hyper kid or
Eve Naguyen will pull up the pipe super fast spilling bubbles on
everyone, and then will drop it soaking everyone within a 3 foot
radius with bubble solution

Also bring extra fishing line and a role of duck tape for last minute
repairs, our line broke at least two times and we constantly had to
duck tape stuff, including Rachel’s shirt 

You should bring a floor mat because Mr. Baird gave me one of these
faces (  ) when I had to borrow his.

Anyways you should really make our bubble mix three to four days in
advanced, because we had one solution that had been made for a week
and one that had been made only the day before, needless to say the
one we maid the day before really sucked the bubble’s were as strong
or colorful.

I got the wood and glue at Home Depot, the tray at target( make sure
your tray is only two inches wide Mr. Baird made me change mine,
because I brought a full on 15 x 15 x 5 drawer rather than drawer
liner.

And finally make a bunch of copies of the Phyz Guide because we
made 20 but we had to make 20 and we still ran out so yah make a
bunch. And recycle what you have left!!!! Or else Rachel will most
defiantly hunt you down and get you.

Oh and if you can find someone to put there entire head in the mix
then put it through the bubble get me out of class so I can see ( Jason
Blanks) I’m serious!


